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The General Production Function(l)

H. Millendorfer

1. Setting of the Investigation

"In some-cases old terms must be given new meanings or

be defined or combined in new ways. In other cases more

explicit steps are needed to develop new terms ••• we must •••

embed some of our presently sophisticated language (particu-

larly that of economics and econometrics) in a broader

language of inter- or supra-disciplinary scientific discourse." (2.)

This assertion by B. Gross is significant in an investi-

gation of the process of development, for there exist numerous

studies on questions of societal development which ought to

be collated to form a comprehensive picture, using a more

general framework of conceptual relationships.

The investigations leading to the general production

function were based on results and reflection arising from

economics, educational economics and a system theoretical

understanding of the society as an energy and information

processing cybernetic system with a certain goal setting

motivation structure and social form.

The methodology of the investigations is based on an

iterative process of interactions between empirical observations
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and theoretical considerations. In this interaction

theoretical hypotheses have two functions: prior to the

empirical observation a heuristic function and afterwards

an interpretative function. Both follow in alternative

turns in a process which starting with first heuristic pre-

liminary hypotheses lead to empirical observations and in

their preliminary interpretation to improved hypotheses.

These again initiate new empirical observations and the

interpretation of which corrects and improves the original

hypotheses and so on. This process()) leads to a step by

step approximation of model and reality and is continued until

the theoretical interpretation of empirical observation is

no longer changed by further empirical observation. The role

of existing theories is in the first steps that of heuristic

hypotheses. Afterwards existing theories become sometime

parts of the new theory for a special case. (For example the

Cobb-Douglas-Production function became a special case of

the general production function for constant education and structure).

Fig. 1 shows the research strategy used which is an

application of the principle described.
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Every circle is one investigation (CR, cross section

analysis; TR, investigation of time series; ERT, subsequent

cross section analyses for different years: circles with two

solid lines, subsequent tests; solid line, interdependence of

results; interrupted line, formating and relating hypotheses) •

The number of data used for one investigation, i.e. corres

ponding to one- circle ranges from several hundred (i.e. econo

mic and educational data) to several thousand (i.e. health

data) •

2. First Preliminary Hypothese~ and Observations

2.1 Basic Concept

The development of the General Production Function is

based on a certain understanding of the functioning of

societal systems in general. Society can be thought of as a

complex, mu1tihierarchica1 system. This system is character

ized by the interaction of a great number of subsystems, and

it is this interaction which enables the overall system to

function. Economy is one of these subsystems. Therefore, if

we want to understand how this subsystem works, we must go

be~ond the economic sphere proper and consider also the inter

relations with other subsystems.

Society has another characteristic feature in common with

other systems, namely its ability of processing energy and

information. The economic output of a social system is
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therefore governed by its capacity to cope with these two

fundamental processes. Superimposed on an energy proces-

sing system, in which the material processes of the production

take place, there is a system of information receptors,

information channels, information storing units and logical

units. This network receives information on the actual

situation, on environmental changes and on the internal

structure of the system. It then processes this information

using additional information stored in the past. This process

gives rise to new information which regulates the measures

to be taken, that is to say the commands given to the control

mechanism. (4)

The energy processing capacity of a system as well as its

capability of mastering information are not sufficient to

determine a system's economic output. A third component is

needed to describe adequately the complex processes just

mentioned. On the one hand, this third factor reflects the

objectives toward which the efforts of this system are

directed and which is determined by the motivation structure.

On the other hand, however, the way the system is organized,

i.e. the regulation and coordination of the energy and, in

particular, the information processing operations, also ought

to playa certain role. These two components are the chief

determinants of the third factor, i.e. structure. This factor

thus describes the objectives of the system and the organisation

of its energy and data processing subsystems, that corresponds

to these goals.
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This model, of which only a short outline has been given

here, has served as a basis for the investigation of the

societal subsystem econo~y. The chapters which follow will

show how a country's economic performance can be described

as a function of its energy and data processing capacity and

of its structure.

Applying the concept described above to the study of

economic development we are led to formulate the following

hypothesis:

y = F(m,b,p,r)

per capita income (y) = economic output

energy consumption (m) = energy processing capacity
per capita (capital)

education (b)

structure (p)

= data processing capacity

= values, type of organisation,
types of behavior

and mineral resources (r)

2.2 Empirical Observation on Economic Performance,

Capital and Structure

The factor capital - which, as can be shown, shows

a close correlation with energy consumption - constitutes a

common component of-almost any economic production function.

The relationship between capital input and economic perform-

ance has been dealt with in a great number of previous

studies, and we find also attempts to measure this relation

on the basis of international comparisons. A study by Galenson
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and Pyatt (5) is such an attempt to test the assumptions

underlying the theory of growth by means of an international

comparison. Thereby it has become apparent that too simple

assumptions are not suited to explain the international

differences in economic growth.

•
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Fig. 2: Investments and growth rates in the countries of
the world.

Obviously this study has run into difficulties. The

authors are confronted with problems which are very similar to

those encountered in many other studies, relying on inter-

national comparison as a means of testing their hypotheses.

For the most part these studies have not succeeded in taking

account of the great number of geographical, cultural, climatic

and political differences among the individual countries of

their sample. In other words, the observed differences in

income (dependent variable) result from heterogeneous in-
\

fluences which cannot be adequately explained by differences

in capital inputs. They must be explicitly controlled and
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entered separately into the study. Not taking care of these

influences corresponds to a non-fulfilment of the ceteris-

paribus (the rest remains equal) - condition.

This gives rise to the demand for an efficient methodology

which takes account of these various influences. One such

method would undoubtedly consist of forming groups of countries

within which the combined effect of these non-observed but

relevant influences on each country is nearly constant.

An important clue for the formation of such groups of

countries could be provided by observing the health development

in the different countries of the world since the beginning

of this century. The time series from all countries of the

world for which figures are available have shown that the

development of health is fairly uniform within groups of

countries, these groups being at the same time sensible

geographical aggregates. The differences between the groups

are big enough to decide to which group a specific country

actually belongs.

Without going into details of the problems encountered

here, we may interpret this observation as follows: Health

statistics provide one very fundamental indicator of the

development of a society. Here we are measuring the "pulsation"

rate of the societal system as it were. It is governed by
,
I

many factors which cannot adequately be measured directly. We

may consider the adoption of medical innovations as one part
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of innovations in general and which we call "learning process".

Thus, the regions differ as to their readiness and capability

of adopting innovations. This general state~ent is based on

the observations made in one subsystem of the society, namely

the health system. For it is the greater or smaller readiness

to adopt medical innovations that is responsible for a more

rapid or slower improvement of health conditions.

We can assume that the "structure", i.e. the value

system, the patterns of behaviour and the types of organisations

they constitute is un important factor responsible for the

differences observed with regard to the development of health.

Using this methodology the European countries can be

classified into three, respectively two, zones according to

their different health development.
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Fig. 3: Health development in Europe

There are three zones, Northwestern Europe, Southern
Europe and Eastern Europe. Southern Europe and Eastern
Europe show much the same development in the past but
differ now more and more.
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Applying the classification in groups of countries as

presented in Fig. 3 to the data of Fig. 2 in order to separate

the two groups of European countries we arrive at a meaningful

relationship:

4-j

o

10 10 30

Investment ratios
(% of GNP)

Fig. 4: Investments and growth rates in two groups of
European countries.

The observations in this diagram are data taken from
Fig. 2. They show that meaningfuZ pelationships (4)
exist within groups of simiZar countries. KreZZe
found empiricaZZy a peZationship between investment
and growth, simiZar to the Lower Regression Line.
He obtained it by the unconscious use of a group of
countries with the same structure (NW Europe and N.
America) and interpreted it - obviousZy without knowing
the ILO observation of Fig. 2 - as a support for the
theory of growth.

The regression lines showing economic growth per unit of

investment lie on different levels in countries with different

political and cultural systems. This observation suggests,

that the differences of the poZiticaZ and cuZturaZ structure

affect the effectiveness with'which capitaZ is used, thus the

energy processing capacity, and that these differences are

reflected also in the health development and therefore can be
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identified by the use of health indicators. In addition to

this factual finding, the evidence presented gives rise to

the methodological remark, that reliable results and meaning

ful interpretations in ,international comparisons can only be

obtained if due account is taken of the ceteris-paribus

condition. If this is carefully done, a lot of contradictions

of results could be avoided.

A striking example is the contradiction between Fig. 1 and

Fig. 2 of the IIASA working paper, Millendorfer, "Global

Mechanisms and Global Models I: Methodological Considerations",

which can be explained now after the fulfillment of the ceteris

paribus-condition.

2.3 Empirical Observations on Economic Performance,

Education and Structure

The majority of the studies made so far have considered

man as an element of an undifferentiated factor "Labor" and

have used just the number of people in the working force as

one of the input factors. Various abilities, differences in

the level of education (which correspond to differences in

information processing capacity) have so far been neglected,

but if we understand the information processing capacity of

society as a determining factor of the performance of the

system we should expect a close correlation between a country's

level of education and its economic performance.
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Closer examination of the relationship between education

and income in a cross-section of countries reveals that the

aggregation of countries according to the criterion of

similar health development is also a good criterion for this

purpose. Under this ceteris-paribus-condition we find

empirically the expected relationship •
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Fig. fJ: Per capita income and Zite~acy rates in groups of
countries with similar structure.

The diagram shows the close fit to the exponential
relation between the economic output and level of
education.

The regression coefficient of the education is practically

the same in all the regions, defined by the criterion of equal

health development. The intercepts of the regression lines,

however, differ from one zone to the other. Significant
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differences, however, c10 occur only bebleen five large zones

of the world, as will be shown below.

The evidence presented thus far can be summarized as

follows: There is empirical support for the hypothesis that

a country's eaonomia performanae is mainly determined by

three faators, nameZy capital (energy), education (information),

and struature.

2.4 A Modification of the First Preliminary Hypothesis:

Natural Resources as an ~dditional Factor

Examination of the output differences among the

countries of the world reveals that, apart from the factors

discussed so far, the occurrence of mineral resouraes is

an additional relevant faator.
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The speaial position of Venezuela, Trinidad and
Tobago in the aompa~ison of per aapita inaome and
literaay in South Ameriaa.

Venezuela's large deviation from the regression line
is very striking and aan be explained, even quanti
tatively, by this aountry's important oil produation.
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The important influence of mineral resources on the level

of economic output is supported by observations in other regions,

in particular in the countries of the Near East and in Africa.

3. Extending Hypotheses and Observations

The concept of society as an information and energy

processing syste~ is a heuristic basic hypothesis from which

different individual hypotheses of heuristic nature were derived.

Some examples of deriving such a hypothesis for interpretation

of observed relationships or for stimulation of new empirical

observations is outlined briefly.

3.1 Additional Hypotheses and Observations on Structure

The information processing section of the societal

system exerts in addition to a learning function also a self

organizing function. hccording to this concept, development

is a self-organizing of a learning system. If the system is

closely connected with another system through the respective

communication channels, mutual adaptation occurs in this self

organizing process: structures develop in a similar way. For

actual society structures and mean values, modes of behaviour

and organisational patterns, the hypothesis that the similarity

of the health development of countries within one group re

flects similar structures is supported by different empirical

observations.
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Fig. 7 Health Development in the Carribean

The interrupted lines signify the borders bet~een t~o

areas, within which the health data analogous to Fig. 3
of two Latin American groups of countries are located.
The slo~ly rising zone applies to the West Coast states.
The fast rising zone applies to the Central American
states. Within the last group we find as a sub-group
the Carribean Islands, the larger ones ~ith a population
of over one million, being represented by circles and
the smaller islands represented as dots. The dots are
much more far-spread than ~ould be explained by the
smaller number of random samples taken on the small
islands. If we assume that the larger islands have
more communication ~ith each other than the small ones,
this could be the underlying reason for their more
similar development ~hich is reflected in the fewer
variations of health data.

These observations and hypotheses lead to the interpre-

tation that the criterion of equal h~alth development indicates

something like closer connections between the countries of a

group according to this criteria. As this closer communication

leads to a mutual adaptation qf the structure, the countries,

in a group developed similar structures, i.e. values, modes of

behaviour and organisational patterns.
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The equality of groups of countries aggregated according

to the criterion of health development or the economic

efficiency of education supports also the hypothesis that the

health criterion comprises a much larger area. It is likely

that this area is related to the ability of incorporating

innovations into the social framework and the structural

preconditions related to it. We applied the criteria of equal

health development to build meaningful aggregations of countries

in the world and found using this methodology fourteen groups

of countries with different "structure".

3.2 Additional hypotheses and observations on capital

The first industrial revolution was characterized

not so much by the rising amount of capital in monetary terms

capital accumulations occurred also long before in the form

of palaces, castles, bridges, etc. -but more by the rising

use of artificial energy in the production process, i.e., the

tremendous extension of the energy processing capacity of the

society; modern capital became identical with the application

of artificial energy. So it is not surprising that time series

of indices for capital stocks of Belgium, Denmark, the Nether

lands, France, Germany, Norway, the United Kingdom, and the United

States, published by Denison(6) can be fairly well approximated

by a combination of energy indicators like total energy con

sumption.and electricity consumption. In this context, we can

understand energy as indicator for capital and observations

on energy as information on capital. As an example, the following

observation may be interesting.
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Fig. 8 Elect~icity Consumption and Income Pe~ Capita in Eu~ope.

Two zones a~e clea~ly evident, No~thweste~n Eu~ope and
Southe~n and Easte~n Eu~ope. Unlike Fig. 6, the zone
of No~thwes~e~n Eu~ope is at a highe~ level.

The different efficiency of how energy respectively

capital is employed is another criterion for aggregation, that

leads, as Fig. 8 shows, to the same grouping as the criterion

of similar health development. This and the significant dif-

ferences in the investment-growth ratio (Fig.4) the different

economic efficiency of education (as shown in the next para-

graph) or other observations like the different share of

agriculture or industry in the total economy confirm the

aggregation achieved by the first criterion.

Using this aggregation, ~e can calculate the regression

coefficient for every zone respectively for the corresponding
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clusters in the diagrams.

Combining all zones by the use of dummy variables, we

obtain in different cross-section analyses for different years

very stable relationships between the variables with high

correlation-coefficients. The relation between per capita

electricity consumption (m) and per capita income (y) is then

1

y = m
2

1(While the exponent is not exactly 2' it does not depart

. statistically from this value used for the sake of simplicity).

3.3 Additional Observations and Hypotheses on Education.

The level of education was computed as stock of

educated people in the primary, secondary and tertiary level

by adding the figures of school enrolment of these categories

of education over a longer period of time. Partly the various

existing studies on literacy were collected and from the time

series of literacy of various countries, data for a given period

in time were determined.

Literacy was used initially as a measure of primary

education. It turns out that relationships can only be found

with sufficient accuracy if the data quoted for the different

years is related to exactly the same year for all countries.

As an indicator for economic potential we have used the real
!

per capita income of the individual countries, which has in

turn been related to a unitary point in time. The two variables
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for the separate groups of countries mentioned above were put

in relationship. The result was encouraging: within each

group, a surprisingly significant connection was shown between

literacy and per capita income following at a time-lag.

The following picture emerged: if the per capita income

is measured on a logarithmic scale an approximately uniform

gradient of the regression line can be established for each

group of countries; the level of the regression lines, however,

varies from area to area. The most consistent results can be

obtained for a time-lag of thirteen years. The relationships

illustrated in Fig.9-l2 are based on income values for 1966

and literacy for 1953.
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groups of aountries
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y = per capita income (Loq)

.b = measure of education, measured here in percentage of literacy
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In the equations recorded in Figs. 9 to 12, each of the

groups of countries comprised in the separate diagrams has

been assessed separately, except for South America (West) and

East Asia, which have been combined. Hence, a somewhat dif-

ferent k emerges for each group. In equation (2), on the other

hand, all the groups of countries were assessed simultaneously

and thus only one K was established for the whole world, the

various intercepts being determined with the help of dummy

variables; the distribution of groups remained the same as

before, but West Asia and North Africa were combined with

Southeast Europe.

Countries in round brackets were disregarded in the asses-

sment because they stand out :as truly exceptional cases: Hong

Kong consists almost entirely of an urban region and has a
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special position commercially, Malaysia possesses rubber as a

natural resource which is not calculable in the mining index,

and the special situation of Vietnam is well known. Paraguay

is excluded owing to an extremely low value for the material

factor described be.Low. The same in part applies to minor

exceptions like Albdnia, Costa Rica and the Philippines, which

are included in the assessment.

Regression analyses were carried out for sixty countries

with a literacy rate of less than 95%. The African states

south of the Sahara and Cambodia were not included in the

calculations, because data for these countries does not appear

to be reliable enou,~h. It transpired that the average exponent

for all groups of countries is close to 2 and that in no single

group of countries does the exponent vary significantly from

this value.

2b
Y = Cz e

y = per capita income

(2)

c = constant of the zone, varying from one group of countries
z to another

The level of the regression lines does not have a different

value for each of the fourteen groups of countries; on the con-

trary, one arrives at the unexpected result that the point of

intersection of the separate regression lines for the whole world,

determined with the aid of dummy variables, assumes only

three significantly different values. A fourth regression line
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may lie below the three that have been measured, and include

the area of China which could not, however, be determined

for lack of precise data. A fifth area lies above the three

regression lines and includes Northwest Europe, the USA and

Australasia. (Here no meaningful measureMents for the present

day can be made with literacy; the application of a different

education indicator will be described below.)

For the period when 100% literacy in Europe was still far

short of being achieved and when literacy, therefore, which

can now be used as a measure of education for developing

countries only, was a meaningful measure of education for

Europe too, the same relationship applies as has been found in

a comparison of countries for the present day. The only

difference is that before the F~rst World War, Europe cannot

be classified into differing areas (Fig.7). Bearing in mind

the quality of the material data, this comparatively good

relationship is all the more surprising. The validity of the

connection between a society's education and its economic

potential over such a long period suggests that it may be a

question "of a fundamental relationship.
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3.4 Additional Observation: Influence of Minerals on

Income; Improvement of Formula (2).

If one observes the way in which the observation

points are spread around the regression lines, one is struck

directly by the extremely strong positive deviations of the oil

producing countries such as Iraq, Iran, Libya, Kuwait, Venezuela,

Trinidad and Tobago (Fiq.6). These observations show clearly that

possession of oil reserves makes it possible for a country to

have an income higher than would correspond to its level of

education. This fact, coupled with observations in some African

countries which are particularly rich in gold, copper and other

minerals, suggested the conclusion that in general the quanti-

tative recording of mineral production and its inclusion in the

regression function would give a sharp boost to the declared

value. For this purpose an index of minerals produced was cal-

culated (see Appendix) and included in the reckonings. It turns

out that the correlation is thereby improved and that the per

capita value of minerals produced, with a fixed percentage, is

supplementary to the income derived from education.

y = C
z

e 1·99 b + 0.8q R = 0.957 ( 3)

(4) c z

(3)cz

y = per capita income

b = measure of educatio~, here measured by literacy
q = index of minerals produced

zonal eonstant ("efficiency parameter")

122·1 for these groups of~ountries: S.Eu~ope, E.Europe,
W.Asia, N.Africa,S.Africa ~and Gold Coast(7)

= 91·8 for these groups of countries: Cent. America,
S.America (Eas't)

= 63·7 for these groups of countries: S.America (Wesfl
fE.Asia,S.Asia and Cert.Asia,S.China Sea,S.E.Africa 7

and Cent. N.Africa(7 .
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Developing Countries 1966

o

0" O.f
o
y-c,r e 1,.99!J~flIJrr ,f-f{.1.57

c.rz- 1U,! Czr.11,11 CZ~-oJ,7

--1

Litepacy in % = b

. Fig. 14 LiteItacy 1953 and pep capita income 1966 developing
countpies.

This diagpam pepresents a condensation of Figs.6-12.
The various heights of the regression lines correspond
to the different values of the constant c , ~hich can
be interpreted as efficiency parameters. 2 The main
areas corresponding to these different values of care
illustrated in Fig. 15. (The triangles represent 2

African countries situated south of the Sahara, ~hich

have not been included in the calculations because
for the majority of. these countries the statistical
data do not appear to be sufficiently reliable).
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1\c9ression lines

.1. higher efficiency
2.
3.
4.
5. lowest efficiency

II I. ho,hlill' Ett'I1.ICI1Z.2.
III 3.

~ 4.

Fig. ,15

Fig. 15 Main apeas with diffepent eaonomia effiaienay of
eduaation.

The main areas aoprespond to aeptain vaZues of the
aonstant a in equation (3), op to different re
gression zZines in Fig.14. The demaraation in
Afriaa south of the Sahara has been undertaken
aorresponding to the position of these aountries
with peZation to the regression Zines whiah wepe
aaZauZated without them.

Equation (3) is illustrated in Fig. 14; the main areas

belonging to it can be traced from Fig. 15.

3.5 System Theoretical Interpretation of Formula (2)

resp. (3).

The ability to read and write is of fundamental im

portance for social relations (8) •

one who is master of this skill to get in contact with any-

one else. Whoever can read and write is no longer dependent
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on personal contacts for receiving information: he can rather

disseminate, with or without personal contact, knowledge

coming from outside: consequently he is in a certain sense

an ancillary channel of information. What is more, he has

the ability to store information, or to turn stored information

to account if need be. This function is particularly import

ant where technical or other instructions have to be carried

out repeatedly at intervals. Literacy can consequently be

construed as a fundamentally important measure for social

transmission and storing of information.

If one interprets the literacy indicator as such a measure

of information, the exponential relationship with economic

potential then appears in a new light. For this, a few con

siderations are necessary which proceed from the basic concept

mentioned above, that society is a learning system.

By the use of terms from information theory and systema

tblogy, let us outline a theoretical derivation of the relation

ship between the potential of a system and the information that

causes it, which may be able to explain our empirical observations.

Ca) We interpret the potential of a system as ability, in

the sense of mastery of successful strategies. The

potential is set in proportion to the number of successful

strategies available.
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(b) The intormation whether an available strategy is

successful can be gained from the system itself or

transferred from another system; we are dealing with

the latter case.

(c) The number of strategies ~rorn which a successful

strategy is chosen depends exponentially upon the infor

mation transferred from the teaching system to the

learning system. This corresponds with a proposition of

information theory which states that the information

necessary in order to select an element from a certain

quantity is proportional to the (dual) logarithm of the

number of elements.

(d) From (a) to (c) it follows that th~ logarithm of the

potential of a system is proportional to the information

which is necessary in order to produce this potential.

To put it another way, the potential of a system rises

exponentially with the number of informations about

successful strategies.

According to what was said above concerning literacy,

the number of informations transferred can be fixed as a

proportion of literacy. Hence it follows, having regard to

(d), that the potential of a society is exponentially depend

ent upon the literacy.
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If this interpreLation is ta~en as fl basis, this

empirically found relationship could be of fundamental im-

portance. It provides a possible cescription of the relation-

ship between the capacity of a system and its information

potential or data-precessing potential, on principle - ir-

respective of the type of syste~. C~rtainly this relationship

in the case of social syste~s is e~pirically verified for the

majority of developing countries in the mid-20th century and

appears also to be vali~ for the europe of around 1890. (See

Fig. 13).

4. The Final P.esult: C£mbining the Factors to the General

Production Function

Accordinq to the first hypothesis, the understanding of

the society as an energy and information processing system,

the empirically ohserved relationships between economic

performance and capital with respect to energy on the one

hand and education on the other lLand should be combined in an

appropriate way. 1\.n er1pirical test of this theoretical

consideration shows that the aombination of aapital~ eduaation~

stpucture and natural resoupces has a much higher explanatopy

power than the simple pegression on a single faator. This

is demonstrated graphically in Pio. 16.
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Fig. 16: Comparison of observed per capita income and its
estimated as calculated value when account is
being taken of all the factors

All factors aombined yield a much higher explana
tory power. Discrepanaiss between observed and
calculated values are insignificant.

The individual factors are combined by means of the

so-called General Production Function, which has the following

mathematical form:

y = Pt,z m! eb[! (m:~25 )-p '( ) J 1
b -p-p

+ ~ m~,25 + 0,8 r (4)

y

Pt,z

m

... per capita income, measured in US-dollars
per inhabitant (annual)

efficiency parameter

per capita capital input, measured by means
of energy indicators
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qualification of labor, measured by using
educational indicators

natural resources inrJex, J11easured by the
value produced by mining operations, etc.

means.

Expression in parenthesis: limitationality parameter.
This describes the diminishing efficiency of additional
input units of capital or educational effort when de
parting from the optimal relationship (see below).

The exponent of m and the coefficient of b have been

estimated in a cross-section of countries by econometric

(While the parameters are not exactly 1/4 or 1,

respectively, they do not depart statistically significantly

from these values used for the sake of simplicity) •

,.. reason \vhy equation (4) is called (;eneral Production

Function is because of an interesting relation between this

equation and the well known Cobb-Douglas Function which is

of the type most frequently llsed in computinq and estimating

macro-economic production functions. It has been estimated

for the first time for the Uniterl States and describes the

relationship between both capital and labor inputs and income.

The Cobb-DougZas Function can be regarded as a speciaZ case of

the GeneraZ Production Function: if the two factors education

and structure remain constant (social technology, organisation

and management, values system, etc. remaining static). In

this static case the General Production Function becomes

formally identical with the Cobb-Douglas function.
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If we convert the per capita relationships of equation (4)

to total values, while assuming no major departure from the

optimal relationship (leaving out the expression for comp1e-

mentarity) and disregardin~ natural resources, we get

y
y = V = = Ptz

be • ( 4a)

capital letter

v

constant

total value

population

Thus the time-series of American production from 1899 to

1922 explained by Cobb and Douglas could equally well be ex-

plained by the General Production Function, assu~ing education

and structure to have rp.mained more or less constant over this

period. As a matter of fact (as can be seen in Fig.17) the

education explosion in the USA starteo after 1922. Similar

observations might be true about the structure which possibly

began to crumble and become dyna~ic only with the onset of

the Depression.

Graduations per 100,000 of population
3S

30

25

20

lS

10

5 Year

I

1870 80 90 1900 10 20 30 40 50 &0 70

Fig. 17: Number of aollege graduates in the USA for the
years 1870 - 1970

It is alearly evident from this diagram that the
eduaation explosion in the USA began only after 1920.
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5. Essential Characteristic Traits of the ~eneral Production

Function

5.1 Capital as a factor of production

In order to estimate the General Production Function the

energy processing capacity is measured on the basis of data

for the total energy consumption of a country as well as by

using the figures for electric power consumption. In using

these measures it beca~e apparent that for countries for which

capital stock time serieR exist, these time series have a

remarkably high degree of corr.elation with an indicator reflecting

the changes in total energy consu~ption and in the use of

electric power. This can be expressed in the follO\'ling re-

lationship:

,
2"

k = ~,

k = capital per capita

,
4• m.,.. (5)

m,= energy consumption per capita

~2= consu~ption of electricity per capita

(while the parameters are not exactly } or t respectively they

do not depart statistically significantly from these values

used for the sake of simplicity).

The fact that energy consumption turns out to be such a

useful capital indicator has its deep-lying causes. Intro-

duction of "artificial" energy into the production process was

the characteristic feature of the First Industrial Revolution.

I
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If one wanted to put a point on it, one might even go as far

as saying that capital stock were an indicator for the utili-

zation of "artificial" energy in the production process. In

any CB.se, however, "artificial" energy turned out to be the

prerequisite of mechanisation. This - at least in part 

explains the close relationship between energy utilization

and capital.

The contribution capital makes to the economic output

remains more or less the same, regardless of whether we use

the General Production Function or the Cobb-Douglas Function

in its computation. Furthermore, in the General Production

it corresponds at least approximately to the contribution of

capital to output arrived at by using the Marginal Product

ivity Theory and assuming perfect competition, when viewing

capital's empirically observed returns.

Another such observation relates. to technological develop

ment in the production process. Looking at the world-wide

development over time, the relation of electric power used to

total energy consumption is changing, since the use of the

former increases by a square ratio to the increase in total

power needs. This relation of electric to total energy

consumption is frequently used as a measure for the techno

logical level of the stock of capital(machinery, etc.). Thus

it is related to capital-induced technological progress. One

study by P.B. Du BOff;9Jmong others, seems to support this

interpretation. In dealing with the development of the
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United states in the years from 1879 to 1962, Du Boff states:

" ••• technological innovation freauently is difficult to

represent quantitatively. Output per unit input does rise

for non-technological reasons ••• but there must be important

cases where the reverse is true. One such case seems to be

electrification of manufacturing industries. Here the rate

of technical change can be reasonahly Nell measured in terms

of horse power capacity of power equipment and consumption of

power. Furthermore, this 'revolution' in the application of

power can be viewed against the background of clear, known

changes in manufacturing proouctivity ••• 1I. And, after dealing

with the various functions and uses of electric power in plant

mOdernization ,he states: "Electric pm"er affected the whole

scope of these processing services, by revolutionizing the

application of energy to materials."

Summarizing we can say that energy indicators can be used

for measuring capital stock. noinq this, we take, moreover,

into account actual utilization of capital, which corresponds

to what Solow calls "Employed Capital". It encompasses only

that part of capital defined as "active- capital stock (viz.

plant and machinery excluding buildings) •

5.2 Education as a factor of production

When it came to the task of measuring the information

processing capacity of the system - which is closely tied to

the qualification of labor - figures pertaining to the educa

tional structure were used. These figures were derived from
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enrolment data in three different levels. They represent the

amount of primary, secondary and higher educa.tion in the

respective countries.

r.ducation appears to be a more reliable measure of

qualification of labor than, say, length of employment -

which could be taken as an indicator for learning-by-doing.

This is so because the latter is not simply time-dependent,

but is highly modified by the native intelligence, educational

level, and willingness to learn of the person subjected to

this process. If one, on the other hand, uses educational

statistics as indicators, one arrives at a J11easure probably

containing all the components just Mentioned. Such educational

data not only state mere length of training, but also - as a

result of drop-outs and retardation - the components

"adaptability" and "willingness to learn".

Summarizing the empirical evicence concerning the relation

between education and the other factors of the General Production
,

Function we may state: first we find an exponential pelationship

between the qualification of labop (i.e. education) and economic

pepfopmance; then we observe that there exists a certain amount

of complementapity between qualification and capital; and finally

we see that a similar relationship holds for the subfactors

of education, i.e. ppimapy~ secondapy and highep education ape

substitutable only in a vepy nappow pange.
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As opposed to these concepts which understand the

contribution of education to income as the rates of return to

human capital (i.e. capital accumulated in the process of

education), the empirical evidence presented supports very

strongly the existence of an exponential relationship between

the two variables. This is to say, that a Zinear increase in

education produces an exponentiaZ increase in the economic

output. If we interpret, moreover, education as an indicator

for the information processinq capacity of the system, we see

that this exponential relationship can be deduced from the

basic concepts of information the0ry.

lmother important aspect to be dealt with when scrutin

izing the relationship between education and economic output

is the fact that a time Zag of ten to fifteen years exists

bet,,,een an "injection" in one of the categories of education

and its eventual effect on the economy. It is this time lag

which makes a trial-and-error control of the educational system

via the labor market so extremely difficult and which makes

this type of empirical market feed-back so prone to oscillations.

5.3 Complementarity of factors

The factors education and capital do not occur in random

combination, but we observe only a limited degree of sub~

stitutability between these factors. This implies that the

information processing capacity is tightZy connected to the

energy processing capacity. An expansion in one sector only

produces a deviation from the optimum relationship. Such a
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deviation is characterized by a suboptimal use of the factor

which is in surplus.

Empirically, we have arrived at the following optimal

relationship:

(6)

A departure of either education or capital from this

optimal relationship results in the ~eZativeZy smalle~ of the

two inputs beaoming a bottleneak for the eaonomia pe~fo~manae

of the system. In such a case, increasing the proportionately

larger input will not yield a significant increase in production.
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Fig. 18: Limited substitutability of eduaation and aapital.
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of substitutability of the tl,)O faato~s. Unlimited
substitutability uouZd ao~~espond apppoximately to
the dotted tangent of aupve 2500. The inteppupted
line peppesents optimal pelation.
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The concept of limited cO""'!Jlernentarity can be meaning-

fully applied also to the various categories of education. It

turned out that the numerical relation between the various

educational categories differed from one group of countries

to the other. Furthermore, thepe exists an optimal pelation-

ship, in the case of lJhich the economic effect of education

(as a whole) is maximized. If one of the educational categories

is less d~veloped than this optimal relationship demands, that

level becomes a bottleneck of education. Such a bottleneck

exists, e.g. in the Arahic countries in the field of primary

education, while in the Latin-Jmerican nations the shortage

is in the secondary education. The latter applies to the

countries of Southern and Enstern Europe, too. Investing

in that category of education which represents a bottleneck

yields the highest returns. An identical investment in a

"surplus category" producas much smaller gains.

5.4 Structure as a factor influencing production

5.4.1 Static features

Measured in cross-section the efficiency parameter

P of the General Production Function is the same forz,t

all countries belonging to one ~roup at a given time.

As previously stated, analyzing efforts in the field of

health makes a division of countries in the fourteen

distinct groups possible. Some of these groups have

very similar efficiency pa~arneters and thus can be

aggregated into Greater Zones. The characteristic trait
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common to all component states of each Greater Zone is

a constant relationship between capital and education effort

on one and economic performance on the other hand. Countpies

within each zone are using capitaZ and education with

equaZ efficiency.

Using these criteria for the mid-sixties, the world

could be divided into five Greater Zones with differing

efficiency parameters. This Greater Zone is identical

with the main areas with different economic efficiency

of education as shown in Fiq. 10. It is interesting to

note that Greater Zones with differing efficiency param

eters - which were calculated llsing only the data for

per capita income, education, capital and natural re

sources - strongly resemble the various groups of countries

and areas of a map showing dominant religions. The zone

of maximum efficiency consists almost exclusively of

Protestant nations, the one ranking just below it of

Catholic countries - including Greek Orthodox and

formerly Christian countries of the Hediterranean region.

This would seem to indicate that Max Weber's theories

could be to some extent empirically verified. The results

of McClelland's research can be interpreted in a similar

way.

The delineation of these Greater Zones of varying

efficiency leads one to suspect that religion,
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and especially the system of values, is of decisive

importance Nhen it co~es to economic development, i.e.

that marked differences in efficiency are determined by

cultural behavior patterns and their appropriate structure

f . 1 .. (10)o SOC1a organ1sat10n.

5.4.2 Dynamic features

Gross section analyses have been extended for

different years in the past since 1900 and in some cases

before 1900 (see Fi~. 13). In this chronological analysis

of world-wide development, or of the development of a

s~ecific group of countries, changes of the efficiency

para~eter over time beco~e apparent. This - compared

to the old residual factor of the Cobb-Douglas Function -

ne~ residual faator of the General Produation Funation

re!leats world-~ide inareases in effiaienay. These

increases result on one hand from the development of

new technologies and their adapt ion to the production

process and on the other from i~provements in the

organisation structure. According to the usual termin-

ology we call this residual "technological progress".

But this technological progress is different in every

Greater Zone.
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. Fig. 19: Different speed of growth of the efficiency
parameter of the General Production Function
in the two Latin American zones.

The efficiency parameter is represented by the
level (intercept) of the regression lines (solid
line: Latin America Central and East; dotted line:
Latin America West)

This could be explained by the following hypothesis:

The differences in the "technological progress" - i.e. the

di fferences in the oeveloprr.ent of the efficiency parameters

over time respectively the differences in the residuals

of the General Production runction applied to ti~e-series -

that exist between the separate group of countries result

from varying changes in the structure, i.e. the cultur-

ally determined behavior patterns and corresponding forms

of social organisation. Differences in the "technological

progress" are connected with differences in the structure.

In this context is an interesting observation, that in a

Greater Zone the "technological progress" measured by the

growth of the efficiency parameter of the General ~roduction

Function is similar to the "medical progress" measured

by time series of health indicators
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Fig. 20: SimiZarity of teahnoZogiaaZ and mediaaZ progress
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This ohservation and the interpretation that behind

both kinds of pro~ress ]ie~ the culturally influenced

ability of the Great Zones to accept the world wide ad-

vances of knowledge supports the hypothesis that the speed

of the technological (and also medical) progress depends

on culturally netcrmined behavior patterns, systems of

values and organisational structures. The technological

progress has two components: the world wide - say ex-

ponentially-growing advances of knowledge/and the cultur-

ally determined ability of the different regions to accept

and transform these advances for regional concepts of

concrete development. It is highly likely that the

complementarity mentionen in 5.3 also exists between the
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production f~ctors capital and education on one side and

the structure of the syste~ on the other. This means

that a quantitative increase in the factors capital and

education must be matched by corresponding progressive

changes in the structure of organisation in order to

enable the system to proces~ ann utilize effectively ever

increasinrr quantities of data and energy. Changes in

values nnd attitudes on one hand make changes in the

structure of organisation possible, on the other hand

they the~selves actively contribute to such changes.

'ilhen structures have becor.;e rigid, and values are formally

maintained, they soon hecomn either hollrn~ed out or

changed froM insi.de.

5.4.2 Natural resources as an input factor

~Jatural resources arp. ta]:en into account according

to an index based on the total value of mining and crude

oil production. Using regression calculation, one finds

that approximately 80% of the value of natural resources

are added to the income determined by the other factors.

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS HITHERTO OBTAINED

The results thus far obtained hy our method can be

summarized as follows:
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The effectivpnAss of the sociul sub-system economy can

be described by the r,eneral Production Function, which shows

certain characteristic traits. It describes economic output

in terms of both waterial and non-material inputs, as well

as of systemic structure. The input factors are related to

each other according to limite~ substitutability (partial

complementarity) •

The concept of defining society as an energy and information

processing system with varying structures and of applying an

iterative empirical theoretical methodology of investigations,

has turned out to be extremely useful in international com

parisons on country level, ai~ed at describing and explaining

their varying economic performance. It is only natural that

one should want to broaden this successful concept by adapting

it to investigations of other mechanisms of societal develop

ment. Encouraqed by different institutions like UNIDO, IABA,

Chamber of Commerce, etc., this concept is recently applied

to investigations of various economic sectors, of the structure

of education in European countries and its impact on economic

performance,of the economic impact of sociopsychological

conditions, of the main factors of health development, etc.
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